Some results on fixed point of asymptotically regular multivalued mapping are obtained in metric spaces. The structure of common fixed points and coincidence points of a pair of compatible multivalued mappings is also discussed. Our work generalizes known results of
Introduction
Let T be a single valued self mapping on a metric space X. A sequence {x n } in X is said to be asymptotically T-regular if d(x n , Tx n ) -> 0. The presence of a sequence {x n } for which d{x n , Tx n ) -> 0 is related to some property of T (see [3] , [7] , [8] , [24] , [25] , and [27] ) and hence is exploited to obtain fixed points of T. The aim of the present paper is to bring out the thrust of a similar assumption for multivalued mappings. The weakly dissipative multivalued mappings recently introduced by Aubin and Siegel in [3] satisfy such an assumption. As stated in Aubin and Siegel [3] , such fixed point theorems have application to control theory, system theory and optimization problems. Moreover, such a sequence (for multivalued mappings) has been used by Itoh and Takahashi [12] and Rhoades, Singh and Kulshrestha [26] .
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Ismat Beg and Akbar Azam [2] Rhoades [24] , [25] had compared these contractive conditions. Most of the contractive conditions used imply the asymptotic regularity of the mappings under consideration, so the study of such mappings play an important role in fixed point theory.
In Section 2, some notation, definitions and facts, used in subsequent sections are listed. In Section 3 we prve the existence of a common fixed point of two multivalued mappings satisfying a contractive type condition in a metric space. In Section 4 a class of multivalued mappings is introduced which is larger (even in the case of single valued mappings) than those that Wong [32] refers to as Kannan mappings. The fixed point theorems therein are proved under less restrictive hypotheses and for wider classes than the results of Shiau, Tan and Wong [30] . In Section 5 we extend the idea of Jungck [13] to multivalued mappings and obtain a coincidence theorem for a pair of compatible multivalued mappings. The structure of common fixed points of these mappings is also studied.
Preliminaries
Let (X, d) be a metric space and let CB(X) denote the family of all nonempty bounded closed subsets of X. Let T: X -> CB(X) be a mapping and {x n } a sequence in X. Then {x n } is said to be asymptotically T-regular if d(x n , Tx n ) -> 0. Let f: X ^ X be a mapping such that TX c / X . Then {x n } is called asymptotically Tregular with respect to f if d{fx n , 7"x n ) -» 0. (cf. [27] ). A point x is said to be a ybcerf point of a single valued mapping / (multivalued mapping T) provided x = fx (x € Tx). The point x is called a coincidence point of / and r if fx € Tx . We shall require the following well-known facts (cf. [21] ). [3] Fixed points of asymptotically regular multivalued mappings 315
Common fixed point of multivalued generalized contractions
Wong [31] extended the result of Hardy and Rogers [9] by showing that two self mappings S and T on a complete metric space satisfying a contractive type condition have a common fixed point. In this section we extend this result of Wong to the case when S and T are multivalued and satisfy a more general contractive type condition. THEOREM 
Furthermore, for m> n ,
<Vr + fi* +1 + ~. + ft m -1 }d{x 0 ,x l ).
It follows that {x n } is a Cauchy sequence and there exists a point t e X such that x n -> t. It further implies that x 2k+ { -> t, and x 2k+2 -> ?. Thus we have,
Hence t e St. Similarly,
d(t, Tt) < d(t, x 2k+l ) + H(Sx 2k , Tt) < pd{t, Tt).
Therefore t e Tt. COROLLARY 
Let X be a complete metric space and T: X -> CB(X). If there exists a constant a,
then there exists a sequence {x n } which is asymptotically T-regular and converges to a fixed point of T.
REMARK 3.3. Theorem 3.1 improved the results of Kaneko [20] , which considered the mapping r of a reflexive Banach space X into the family of weakly compact subsets of X. The proximinality of the set Tx is a consequence of his assumption and it is used in his proof. No such assumption is required in Theorem 3.1.
REMARK 3.4. In [22] , Ray proved a fixed point theorem for a multivalued mapping T: X -• CB{X) satisfying [5] Fixed points of asymptotically regular multivalued mappingswhere a, b and c are non-negative real numbers and 0<a + 2b + c< 1. 
Fixed point of Kannan type multivalued mappings
In this section we consider the mapping T: X -* CB{X) satisfying the condition
where a l; : E -> [0, 1) (/ = 1, 2). Such a mapping T is not a special case of the mapping considered in Section 1. In 1968 Kannan [17] had established a fixed point theorem for a single valued mapping T defined on a complete metric space X satisfying
where 0 < a < \ and x, y e X. Within the context of a complete metric space the assumption 0 < a < j is crucial even to the existence part of this result, but within a more restrictive yet quite natural setting, an elaborate fixed point theory exists for the case a = j . Mappings of this wider class were studied by Kannan in [18] . In recent years, Beg and Azam [4] , Shiau Tan and Wong [29] and Wong [32] have also studied such mappings. <d(x*, Tx*) = 0.
It follows that
Tx* = K* = lim Tx n . THEOREM 
Let X be a complete metric space and T: X -> CB(X) a mapping satisfying (2). If there exists an asymptotically T-regular sequence {x n } in X and Tx n is compact for each n, then each cluster point of {x n } is a fixed point of T.
PROOF. Let y n € Tx n be such that d(x n , y n ) = d{x n , Tx n ). Obviously, a cluster point of {x n } is a cluster point of {y n }. If y* is such a cluster point of {x n } and {y n } , then with x* (as in Theorem 4.1),
d(y n ,Tx*)<H(Tx n ,Tx*)
< a x {d{x n , Tx n ))d{x n , Tx n ) + a 2 
(d(x*, Tx*))d(x*, Tx*) <a { {d{x n ,Tx n ))d(x n ,Tx n ).
Therefore y* e Tx*. Now
d(y*, Ty*) < H(Tx*, Ty*) <a i (d(x*,Tx*))d(x*,Tx*) + a 2 (d(y*,Ty*))d(y*, Ty*).
It follows that {1 -a 2 (d(y*, Ty*))}d(y*, Ty*) < 0. Hence y* e Ty*.
, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700036491 [7] Fixed points of asymptotically regular multivalued mappings 319 THEOREM 
Let X be a complete metric space and T: X -> CB(X) a mapping satisfying (2) with a x (d(x, Tx)) + a 2 (d(y, Ty)) < 1. If inf{d(x, Tx): x € X) = 0 then T has a fixed point.
PROOF. It is sufficient to show that there exists an asymptotically ^-regular sequence {x n } in X.
Let x 0 be an arbitrary but fixed element of X. Consider the sequence {x n }, x n e Tx nX . The inequality (2) implies that
It follows that the sequence {d{x n , Tx n )} is decreasing. Therefore Here we desire to emphasize not only that our T belongs to a wider class of mappings but also that the hypothesis of compactness of Tx (in [30, Theorem 1]) is dropped.
Coincidence point of compatible multivalued mappings
Jungck [14] introduced a contraction condition for single valued compatible mappings on a metric space. He also pointed out in [15] and [16] the potential of compatible mappings for generalized fixed point theorems. Subsequently a variety of extensions, generalizations and applications of this followed; for example, see [1] , [28] and [29] . This section is a continuation of these investigations for multivalued compatible mappings.
DEFINITION. Let X be a metric space. Mappings T: X -> CB(X), f:X->X are compatible if, whenever there is a sequence {x n } c X satisfying lim fx n e lim Tx n (provided lim fx n exists in X and lim Tx n exists in CB(X)), then lim H(fTx n , Tfx n ) = 0.
If T is a single valued self mapping on X, this definition of compatibility becomes that of Jungck [14] . Let X = R, with Euclidean metric, Tx = [8] By induction we produce two sequences of points of X such that y n = fx n e Tx n _ x , n > 0. Furthermore,
It follows that the sequence {d(y n , y n+1 )} is decreasing and converges to its greatest lower bound which we denote by t. Now t > 0; in fact t = 0. Otherwise by property (P) of <p , there exists S{t) > 0, s(t) < 1, such that,
< r -t < S(t) implies (p{r) < s{t).
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For this S(t) > 0, there exists a natural number N such that,
Hence <P(d{y n , y n+x )) < s{t), whenever n > N. (y l ,y 2 ) Letting /' -» oo and using the fact that d{y, i) ,y m(i) _ l ) < t*, we obtain l i m , .^r f O^, y m{i) ) = t*. For this t* > 0, there exists 8{t*) > 0, s{t*) < 1, such that 0 < r -t
* < S(t*) implies (p{r) < s(t*).
For this S(t*) > 0, there exists a natural number N Q such that,
y m{i) ) -t* < S(t*).
Hence <p{d{y n(i) , y m(i) )) < s{t") for i>N 0 . Thus
Letting / -> oo, we get t* < s(t*)t* < t*, a contradiction. Hence {/*"} is a Cauchy sequence. By completeness of the space, there exists an element p e 
Hence x* is a common fixed point of / and T.
In Theorem 5.1 our hypothesis that / is continuous implies that T is continuous. And we use the continuity of / and T in our proof. In the next theorem we show that if fX is complete then the continuity and compatibility of / and T are not required. THEOREM PROOF. By Theorem 5.4, there exists z e X such that fz e Tz. As in Corollary 5.3, compatibility of / and T implies that ffz -ftz -Tfz.
Let T be a mapping of a metric space X into CB{X
Since fx n -* fz (see Theorem 5.4), fx n converges to a coincidence point of / a n d T. Now, inequality (4) 
